The Web of Love
It is the main preoccupation of all mankind (right after the hopefully bearable daily struggle for survival): Love. Beginning
with birth, the love between parent and child, and later evolving into the love between partners. The commandment to love
one another, stipulated by all religions. The love of one’s pet and all sorts of other things can be added to the list. Not least
the love of the arts. It is no wonder that love also plays a primary role here: from the great arias of classical music to the nth
Schlager hit. From the great dramas to the trashiest romance novels. Are there any films that include no love scenes at all?
It is only in the plastic arts of the modern era that it is difficult to find prominent examples of love as a primary subject.
Brancusi’s “Kiss”, works by Chagall and then Indiana’s “Love”. Other names could, of course, be cited, but art in the last
century has been more concerned with itself than with external subject matter.
Volker Hildebrandt, the Cologne-based artist, very well known for his several exhibitions at the Galerie Epikur in
Wuppertal, wants to change that. “love pro toto” (love for all) is the name of his artistic endeavour, which was recently
launched after several years of planning and preparation. “love pro toto” is a ‘social network’ on the internet, though
Hildebrandt prefers to refer to it as a ‘social sculpture’ in the Beuysian sense. And before you can ask him whether yet
another network is really necessary, what with “facebook” and all the rest, he is already replying that in contrast to other
networks, “love pro toto” has a defined goal, a meaning, a purpose, which reaches far beyond the simple fact of being part
of some network: the goal of the project is to create a world full of love. A world that is both full of love and worthy of
being loved. And so, he emphasises, this is a project that could very well be the widest-reaching artwork that has ever been
created. A project created for the benefit of every single person, no exceptions. Because it is not dependent upon material
wealth or any pre-existing knowledge of art. It is, in the truest sense of the term, “Pop Art”. “Pop Art 2.0”. From the simple
“How nice” reaction that people have to hearing someone say “I love you”, to the profound philosophical contemplation of
the meaning of life, an incredibly broad spectrum of possibilities is created, with room for all needs and all levels of ability.
And yet, the idea behind it all is perfectly simple: when every single person says “I love you” to everyone else, then the
world is full of love. And so the requirement for participation in “love pro toto” is for the new participant to upload a short
clip of themselves saying “I love you” in their own language, in their own personal way. Several thousand have already
done so and it is simply delightful to hear and see how newcomers say “I love you” in such diverse ways. And will
Hildebrandt be successful in inspiring all mankind (readers of “Die Beste Zeit” included) to join in? “Yes, it’s a dream. But
sometimes dreams do come true”, says the artist. And, one is inclined to add, where better to dream than in art and in love?
Over time “love pro toto” should, according to Hildebrandt’s vision, become a compendium of love. Works on the subject
of love will be introduced from all cultural spheres: a virtual museum, library, cinema, a concert hall and an event centre
will be “built on” bit by bit. Last but not least, the participants will be encouraged to present their own works [in this
forum] for consumption and discussion. The “home of love for a world of love” shall be built and grow. Its address is
www.loveprototo.com.
Hildebrandt has developed a trademark –a logo– for the project: “ILU” (I love U). In addition to the original version in the
primary colours red, yellow and blue, the logo can be executed in diverse colour variations, for example in national colours.
As part of the first cooperative project with the MOCAK Museum in Krakow, a pin in Polish colours was created, which
will be for sale in the Museum’s shop. The plan is for the logo to appear on many different products, from pins to buttons,
t-shirts to mugs, etc. In particular, the “ILU” logo will be available as a print in many different sizes and in original acrylic
paintings. These products and more can be found in the dedicated project gallery and in the shop (shop.loveprototo.com).
Works by internationally-renowned artists such as Robert Indiana, Ingeborg Lüscher and Rob Scholte are also available.
All works have a particular resonance with the subject of “love pro toto”: love. The sale proceeds will help to finance the
project. Hildebrandt will also rely on donations and many other sources of support, because love can sometimes get to be
quite expensive. Therefore he specifically asked that it be noted that HansPeter Nacke and his printing shop in Wuppertal
will be undertaking all of the printing for the gallery and the shop free of charge, thereby making a significant contribution
to the project.
The “Pockets”, small plastic cards that resemble credit cards, are not at all expensive. In fact, they are “not for money. for
love”. The idea behind them is that they can be given as gifts and the recipient will always have a little bit of love on their
person –and a bit of art as well. 13 “Pockets” have been produced to date and the range will continue to be expanded. It’s
very possible that a new area of collecting is establishing itself.
“love pro toto” really is a lovely artistic venture. Very simple. And simply lovely. It is absolutely essential that we wish
Hildebrandt and his “love pro toto” all the best, and that we hope his dream of a world filled with love will come true.
Because it is our dream, too. Keep dreaming, artist. Please keep dreaming.
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